Bronze Medallion Theory Examination 2015 v. 1
Instructions:
1. Answers are to be shown by placing the appropriate letter in the table on each page.
2. There is ONLY one correct answer to each question.
3. The pass mark for this examination is 100%
4. Candidates must also sit a practical assessment with a RLS examiner to gain competency in this award.
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1. Which of the following statements about drowning
deaths in Australia is false?
a) There are more female victims of drowning deaths than
there are males
b) Alcohol is the leading contributor to drowning deaths in
the 15‐29 age group
c) Rivers, creeks and streams are the highest represented
environment for drowning deaths

6. What is the first consideration in any rescue?
a) Self preservation
b) The size difference between yourself and the casualty
c) How to enter the water

2. ‘Go Together’, ‘Stay Afloat and Wave’ and ‘Reach to
Rescue’ are all fundamental rules of the:
a) Primary Survey
b) Guidelines for Safe Pool Operations
c) Aquacode
3. At the beach there are 3 basic wave types you may
encounter. The 3 wave types are:
a) Plunging, spilling and surging
b) Rough, gentle and rip
c) Billowing, ploughing and smashing
4. Strategies to prevent drowning deaths around the
home environment for the 0‐5 year age group include:
a) Constant adult supervision, restricted access to water
with barriers, familiarising the child with water and
learning resuscitation
b) Ensuring toddlers swim with floatation aids, when not
being supervised
c) Making sure another child (at least 8 years old) is
swimming with the toddler
5. When should the rescuer enter the water?
a) Only when it is a hot day
b) Only as a last resort, when other attempts have failed
c) On every rescue
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7. Which of the following are factors to consider when
selecting appropriate rescue strokes?
a) Speed and vision
b) Propulsion and energy expenditure
c) All of the above
8. Which of the following statements is false?
a) While being relatively slow, survival backstroke allows
for constant supervision while towing a casualty
b) Butterfly is well suited to rescues and survival
c) In rescue situations, freestyle should be modified to
allow the head to stay above water for constant
supervision
9. If the depth of the water and conditions are unknown,
which entry should the rescuer attempt?
a) Slide in entry
b) Compact jump
c) Dive entry
10. If the water depth is known to be deep and free of
obstacles, which entry will allow uninterrupted vision of
a casualty in difficulty?
a) Stride entry
b) Dive entry
c) Compact jump
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11. What are the correct steps to follow in a rescue
situation?
a) Awareness, Assessment, Action, After Care
b) Awareness, Anticipation, Accomplishment, After Care
c) Alertness, Appraisal, Action, Alibi
12. The head tow, cross chest tow and double armpit
tow are all examples of:
a) Accompanied rescues
b) Contact tows
c) Non‐contact tows
13.When swimming towards a conscious person to
perform a rescue, you should:
a) Avoid giving instructions as it will make them panic
b) Continually observe, encourage and reassure them
c) Make direct contact with the person, so you have
greater control when towing
14. Which of the following statements about ‘non‐
swimmers’ is false?
a) Using a rescue aid or floatation device is a major
consideration when carrying out rescues
b) Their main concern is breathing and they may attempt
to grab the rescuer in order to stay afloat
c) They will follow instructions given to them by a rescuer
without any hesitation
15. What is the importance of adopting the defensive
position when attempting a rescue?
a) It allows the casualty to grab onto your foot so they
can stay afloat
b) It allows the rescuer to reverse away quickly if the
casualty puts them in danger
c) It allows the rescuer to tow an unconscious casualty to
safety
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16. Which of the following rescue methods offers the
greatest degree of safety to the rescuer and should be
considered before any other?
a) Non‐contact tow
b) Contact tow
c) Reach rescue
17. You see a person struggling in the middle of a river,
barely able to keep their head afloat. You decide it is
necessary to enter the water to perform a rescue. Your
preferred action should be to:
a) Enter the water and perform a contact tow
b) Only enter the water if you have sufficient fitness,
skill and strength to perform a non‐contact tow with a
floatation aid
c) Perform resuscitation in the water
18. If there are multiple casualties in the water, who
should the rescuer attempt to rescue and land first?
a) The unconscious casualty before an injured swimmer
b) The non‐swimmer before an unconscious casualty
c) The injured swimmer before a non swimmer
19. What would be a suitable type of rescue for a
casualty who is unconscious in the water?
a) Reach rescue
b) Contact tow
c) Non‐contact tow
20. If a person has a suspected spinal injury in very
shallow water, which technique should you use to
immobilise the casualty?
a) No technique, leave the casualty until help arrives
b) Vice grip rollover
c) Extended arm rollover
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